challenging analysis of ethical theory goes a long way towards providing a foundation for the sort of dialogue needed for such an environment to be realised.

The work is remarkably crafted and clear in its descriptive accounts of predominant feminist and non-feminist approaches to ethics and bioethics. Non-feminist theory includes short descriptions and analyses of various perspectives including virtue-focused ethics, utility-orientated approaches, duty-centred themes, law and sentiment-orientated ethics. This provides a valuable context within, and against, which the author presents feminist interpretations and analyses. As such it would make an ideal introductory text and a helpful coursebook for teachers of undergraduate ethics. The author challenges the diversity of interpretation in mainstream ethics theory. She confronts those who would dismiss feminist ethics as simply a gender-based inversion of a more traditional and commonly patriarchal ethic. Tong demonstrates through reasoned argument, ways in which central tenets of traditional theory are important in an ethics process and then she takes the reader skilfully forward to a reinterpretation of such themes. Her work calls for the reader, no matter how sceptical, to ask the essential “woman-question”. What might be the impact of a decision or direction on women’s lives? How might a situation be articulated with a woman’s voice? How are women’s experiences to be understood and differentiated one from another? What does a situation “say” about relationships in which decisions are conceived, and from which they are derived and ultimately lived out? The book brings a vitality to such questions. It gives a comprehensive account of the plurality of feminist ethics, rich in philosophical and practical insight.

Tong sets out to show what makes feminist ethics distinctive but in her presentation of alternating non-feminist and feminist perspectives it is not clear that this goal is achieved fully. The approach invites significant questions about possible overlapping concepts. The somewhat false dichotomy that the style presents detracts from the author’s contention that although feminists are keen to distinguish their approaches from those of non-feminists, they do not wish to reject all those principles, concepts and virtues inherent in a more traditionally Western approach to ethics. Nevertheless, Tong provides, I suggest, one of the most readable, reasoned and clear accounts of feminist ethics available.

The practical applications provided in part two of the book, including reflections on contraception, sterilisation, abortion, surrogacy, reproductive technologies and genetics are insightful. These chapters are written in a way that at once challenges our applications of theory to practice, highlights significant misconceptions, suggests a possible transferral of feminist theory to a whole spectrum of experience and provides a very helpful basis for a practitioner grappling with difficult issues in contemporary social life and health care. An excellent text, not to be missed by all those interested in or working in the field of ethics and bioethics today.

MARY ROWELL
Bioethicist, The Hospital for Sick Children and
The University of Toronto Joint Centre for
Bioethics, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

At Odds with AIDS: Thinking and Talking about a Virus


This is a short philosophical presentation in four chapters about the impact of AIDS both positive and negative on the gay male, in relation to the individual and his place amongst his peers as well as in the society in which he lives. The discussion involves consideration of coming out, dying before one’s time, and grief both for the infected and their associates, as well as of gay activism with its concomitant, violence, vocal as well as physical. You may agree or disagree and you may be impressed or otherwise with the scholarship portrayed, principally by a pretty wide ranging use of fairly extensive quotations from other philosophers. To this reviewer, untutored in Kant, Nietzsche, Sontag, Hollinghurst and many others referred to it is difficult to judge the veracity of the selected quotes or even, in their new context, their true meaning. This necessarily will limit any readership since from its very nature this book concentrates in lengthy passages on the